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Whoa,gravi
UCF students experien
the weightlessness of Zero
G flights -SEE NEWS,A2
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AUDIT FALLOUT: SECOND IN A SERIES

CRIME

Football
player
dies at
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wmkout
Coaches suspend
spring practice
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

)

SHANNA FORTIER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

According to a recent audit, UCF loaned $7.4 million to the UCF Athletics Association, a directsupport organization. The auditor said UCF did not have the authority to give the loans and
no schedule for repayment is in place. More than $966,000 should have already been repaid.

UCF loans an unaccounted for $7.4 million
to Athletics without a repayment schedule
NADA TAHA
Staff Writer

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

STUDENT OPEN FORUM
TO BE HELD THURSDAY
BEGINNING AT 11 :30
'>

President John Hitt, Provost Terry
Hickey and others will be hosting a
student open forum Thursday from
11:30a.m.to 1 p.m.in Room218COof
the Student Union. All students are
encouraged to attend the event.

"We send bills to
them, and they
pay the bills. We
just use the
university as a
'bank. It's just a
cash flow thing
for us."
- BRAD STRICKLIN
ASSISTANT ATHLETICS DIRECTOR FOR
BUSINESS AND FINANCE

)

LOCAL &STATE, A2

OFFICE DEPOT URGES
INVESTORS TO REJECT
BID FOR NEW DIRECTORS
Office Depot Inc. urged investors Tuesday
to reject the efforts of a dissident
shareholder to elect two directors to
the office-supply retailer's board at its
annual meeting April 23.The funds
believe change is needed to revitalize
the struggling company's sales.

Over the course of several years, UCF has loaned $7.4
million . of university revenue to the UCF Athletics
Association Inc. and has yet
to begin repayment, despite
missed deadlines. The loan,
according to the Office of
the Auditor General, violates
Florida Statutes and cannot
be accounted for.
Since 2003, the university
also transferred $49 million
of student athletic fees to the
association from money
charged to students' tuition
at $11.72 per credit hour.
"We send bills to them
and they pay the bills. We
just use the university as a
bank," said Brad Stricklin,
assistant athletics director

for business and finance. revenue wasn't sufV.cient to
"It's just a cash flow thing for meet the start-up expenses."
At the time the money
us."
Stricklin
said
that was being given to and
because revenue for the loaned to the association, the
association wasn't sufficient UCF football program was
at the time, the university in the midst of being
would hold the athletic fee revamped and the Bright
money, the association · House Networks Stadium,
would invoice the university which cost $55 million, was
and the money would be · in its conception phase.
wired into the association's None of the money used to
build the stadium was taxaccount.
The problem, audit man- payer money, university offiager for colleges and univer- cials have said.
sities Ted Sauerbeck said, is
Requests for budget docthat the university never had uments were denied by the
the authority to make such Athletics Association and
transactions to a direct-sup- deferred to UCF News and
port organization (DSO ).
Information. ·Those docu"We wanted to have a ments weren't available
more nationally competitive before deadline.
football program, so it was
"In a nutshell, the univergoing to cost more money,"
Stricklin said. "However, the
PLEASE SEE LOAN ON A6

A UCF football player died
Tuesday . morning after a
spring strength and conditioning drill.
Ereck Plancher died at
Florida Hospital in East
Orlando after
rescue personnel transported him
from
the
Nicholson
Fieldhouse
following the
practice.
UCF
Plancher
Director of
Athletics Keith Tribble said
Tuesday that they did not
know what caused Plancher's
death but that all athletes
were required to pass physicals to practice.
·" we are still in the factgathering process," Tribble
said. "Following the completion of today's offseason conditioning program, Ereck
apparently took to one knee
as the team departed the
fieldhouse. The UCF training
staff was onsite and attended
to him immediately, including administering CPR
"Emergency personnel
were called-and subsequently
transported Ereck to Florida
Hospital. We were then notified of his passing at 11:51
a.m."
UCF Police Department
officers were the first to
arrive and performed CPR
'We received a call at 10:49
this morning from the medical staff, from the trainers,"
UCF Police Chief Richard
Beary said. ·~t 10:52, we had
officers on scene. When they
arrived on scene, the medical
staff was performing CPR
and had him attached to an

DELTA TO OFFER
VOLUNTARY SEVERANCE
PAYOUTS TO EMPLOYEES

•
•
•
•
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Delta Air Lines said Tuesday it will offer
voluntary severance payouts to roughly
30,000 employees and cut domestic
eapacity by an extra 5 percent this year
as part of an overhaul of its business
plan to deal with soaring fuel prices.
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Some colleges try
to match genders
er education, we have not
moved in that direction to
skew our admissions process
In an effort to maintain a toward men to make up genbalance between male and der balance," said Gordon
female students, universities Chavis Jr., associate vice
presiqent of UCF
may be relaxing ·
Undergraduate
admissions stanAdmissions. 'We
dards for male
have not done that."
applicants, accord. The Office of
ing to an NBC
Institutional
report.
Research Web site
Fifty-seven perpercent of the
shows that UCF has
cent of the nation's
a student body of
nation's college
college students
are female, accord- students are female 48,989 students as
of spring 2008.
ing to the recent
according to a
About 45 percent of
NBC report. In an
effort to promote recent NBC report those students are
men and 55 percent
gender balance,
some schools are lowering are women.
"Colleges are admitting
their standards for male
applications and admitting boys with lower grades and
men even when there are lower scores relative to the
more-qualified
women girls they're admitting, and
in essence, that's rewarding
applying.
"l think in our environ- boys for underperformance,"
ment, and particularly in a
PLEASE SEE GENDER ON A6
public environment for highJENNY FEDOR
Contributing Writer
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News and rwtices for
the UCF community

Student open forum to be held
President John Hitt, Provost
Terry Hickey and others will
. be hosting a student open
forum Thursday from 11:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in Room 218CD of the
Student Union. All students are
invited to the event to discuss
their ideas and concerns.

The Student Newspaper at I/CF since 1968

March 19, 2008
Vol 40, Issue 28 • 14 Pages '
The Centro/ Florida Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Aorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the University admini,traUon. All content is property of
the Centra/RoridaFuwreand may not be reprinted In part
or in whole without permission from the publisher.

Indian students celebrate festival
The Indian Awareness
Council will be holding a
Spring Festival of Colors on
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union's Pegasus Ballroom.
The celebration will include
traditional Bollywood music,
folk dances and a regional fashion show.
Indian foods will also be
served. The event is free for
UCF students and $5 for others.
For more information, contact
sdaniell@mail.uc£edu.
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Opinions Editors

Stephen H11st, Ben Corbin and other members of Students for the Exploration and Development of Space experience weightlessness during a Zero Gflight.

Jeffrey Riley and
Tara Young x213

MSA holds Islam Awareness Week

opinioru@CentrolF/oridaFuture.com

The Muslim Student Association is holding Islam Awareness Week through Friday. Various events will take place
throughout the week in honor
of the weeklong event.
For more information and a
list of the events taking place,
visit www.msaknights.com or
contact info@msaknights.com.
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Office Depot urges shareholders
to reject bid for new directors
DELRAY BEACH - Office
Depot Inc. urged investors
Tuesday to reject the efforts
of a dissident shareholder to
elect two directors to the
office-supply retailer's board
at its annual meeting April 23.
Woodbridge Equity Fund
LLP and Levitt Corp., a homebuilder, want to replace
Chairman and CEO Steve
Odland and former Chairman
and CEO David Fuente.
The funds believe change
is needed to revitalize the
struggling company's sales.
"Office Depot believes that
removing two of the most
experienced retailing executives from the Office Depot
board would be highly disruptive and could destabilize the
company
and
damage
prospects for a successful
turnaround," Office Depot
said in a statement. "The
board has a strong, long-range
plan that is in the process of
being implemented under difficult macroeconomic conditions."
In February, the company
said fourth-quarter profit slid
85 percent as sales slumped in
Florida and California due in
large part to the weak housing
market.
On Monday, Woodbridge
said it will nominate Mark
Begelman, a former president
and chief operating officer of
Office Depot, and Martin E.
Hanaka, a former president
and chief operating officer of
rival Staples Inc., to the board.
A Woodbridge spokeswoman said its nominees
would address "compensation issues" at Office Depot.
Odland received more
than $17.8 million in total
compensation in 2007, an 85
percent increase over 2006.
Fuente no longer has an
operating position with the
company.
Woodbridge owns about 3
million shares of Office
Depot's stock or about 1 percent of the company.
Office Depot shares rose
44 cents, or 4 percent, to
$11.30 in morning trading.
The stock has lost about 70
percent from its high of $37.05
last April.

Man convicted in tourist's slaying
killed near same Miami street
MIAMI - A man on probation for his role in the 1996
slaying of a Dutch tourist
became a murder victim himself near the original crime
scene, authorities said.
Xaviein Bendross, 28, was
one of three men killed in a
drive-by shooting Saturday at
an intersection in Miami's
crime-ridden Liberty City
neighborhood, Miami-Dade
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4

Uana Cole, Vanessa Ezeta,
Shanna Fortier, Rayma Jenkins,
Ashley Koehler, Matt Kuka,
Corey Maynard, Gregory Territo

Editorial Cartoonist

Students enjoy
Zero G flight

Spain Fischer

Graphic Artists
Maya Borenstien, Cara Cooper,
Joseph Mangabat, Brad Walkover

Editorial Adviser

JILLIAN KROTKI

Abraham Aboraya

Contributing Writer

adviser@(entra/Floridafutu,ecom

Many people have wondered what it
would be like to be completely weightless, but few people ever experience it.
A group in Students for the Exploration and Development of Space
(SEDS) at UCF took it a step further
than wondering and experienced zero
gravity tlhrough a program sponsored
by Space Florida.
Space Florida is a state agency that is
trying to enhance the space industry in
Florida Their goal is to try to get companies to have headquarters in Florida
as opposed to more popular places,
such as California
"There are three foundations, and
they are business development,
improvements in work-force development and having a good education base,
which is where my involvement is;' said
Larry Chew, an associate engineering
professor at UCF who oversees the program.
Chew provided an experiment for
the students to build. There were six
groups that worked to create and design
their own experiments. Three were
from UCF, two were middle school
groups, and one was a high school
group.
"I gave them the dimensions for a
· box, which were 9-by-12-by-16, and the
only restriction was that no flammable
material could be used," Chew said
From the six groups, one person
from each was given the chance to go on
a Zero G flight completely free of
charge. Uris also gave them the opportunity to try out their experiments in a
setting with zero gravity. This is the first
year Space Florida has sponsored a program like this, because teachers who
want to promote space education in the
classroom are usually the passengers on
Zero G flights.
One of the people selected to go on the flight was
unable to attend at the
last minute, so one of the
UCF groups was able to
fly two members. That
group was SEDS at UCF.
Stephen Hirst, the group
leader and a freshman aerospace
engineering major, and Ben Corbin, a
senior engineering major, had the luck
of the draw - literally.
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Ben Corbin falls on top of Stephen Hirst during a Zero Gflight. Passengers experience seconds of weightlessness.

Trisha Irwin x212
Trlshal@KnightNewspapers.com

"We did a drawing to make it fair,"
Hirst said
Hirst said he hopes to work for
NASA in the future, but this was his first
time working on a project like this.
"I was selected to be group leader
because everyone wanted me to get the
learning experience," Hirst said "I will
definitely need the leadership skills.''
Hirst said the most difficult obstacle
to overcome as the group leader was the
large amount of paperwork.
It took them about two months to
complete their creation There were six
students working on the project, called
''14 Minutes to Midnight," which happened to be the time it was finally finished.
Corbin said they decided to create an
"autonomous experiment designed to
view the fluid interactions of variable
density liquids under the influence of
artificial gravity."
This device rotates a transparent,
rectangular box filled with half water
and half oil.
''When it is turned on in zero gravity," Corbin said, ''the fluids separate into
three columns with the water on the
sides and the oil

in the center."
Despite the successful outcome, this
group had its fair share ofsetbacks, from
difficulty getting simple functions to
work to the Federal Aviation
Administration notifying them two
weeks prior to the due date that they
had to change their experiment due to
flammable material.
"It was also really tough to figure out
what would work in Zero G," Hirst said
On the Zero G flight, the plane flew
in a parabolic manner consisting of
roughly eight drops, allowing the passengers to experience 30-35 seconds of
weightlessness per drop.
"Out of instinct, everyone jumps
within the first _point five seconds of
weightlessness," Hirst said, "so there
was a lot of sore heads afterwards."
Both Hirst and Corbin said they
hope to have this opportunity again.
"I'd been looking forward to a Zero
G flight for four years," Corbin said "I
was only nervous about the possibility
of getting sick."
Only about 5 percent of passengers
actually get sick on Zero G flights.
They're given medicine before the flight
to help prevent that particular side effect.
"It was the best feeling," Hirst said
about the flight. "It feels like the world is
falling down around you."
Space Florida plans to do four more
student flights this year. F.ach flight costs
1
l more than $4,000 per person, so being
J able to take a flight at no cost truly is a
, great opportunity for students with a
' strong interest in space exploration
For more information on Zero G
flights or to reserve a seat on an
upcoming flight, visit www.gozerog.com.

LOCAL WEATHER
Today
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Mostly sunny. Windy, with a
south wind 10 to 15 mph increasing
to between 20 and 25 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy, with a 50
percent chance of showers. West
wind 10 to 15 mph becoming north.
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
\Yednesday for the Friday edi-
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tAII fares are subject to change without notice. Fares are only available for flights booked at jetblue.com.Travel costs $1 O more P!!r person if purchased by telephone or at an airport or city ticket office. Fares require up to a 21-day advance purchase. Santo Domingo
and Cancun travel must be booked by March 31,2008, 11:59 PM MT,and travel must be completed by May 14, 2008. All other travel must be completed by June 11,2008.Travel must take place on Tuesday, Wednesday, and/or Saturday. Fares may not be available
on all days or on all flights. Fares are most often found on midweek travel dates. All fares must be purchased at time of reservation, and are oneway, nonrefundable, and nontransferable. Cancellations and changes can be made prior to scheduled departure for $50
at 1-800-JETBLUE (1-809-200-9898 if located in Dominican Republic, 1-800-861-3372 if located in Mexico) or $40 at jetblue.com, with applicable fare adjustment. Cancellations are for a JetBlue travel credit only, which is valid for one year. If a reservation is not
changed or canceled prior to scheduled departure, all money associated with the reservation is forfeited. Fares do not incl\Jde Passenger Facility Charges of up to $9 each way, September 11th Security Fees of up to $5 each way, and a Federal Segment Tax of $3.50
per domestic segment. A segment is a takeoff and landing. International fares also do not include government fees and taxes of up to $76.20 each way. Puerto Rico fares also do not include a U.S. Departure Tax of $15.40 each way. All taxes and fees must be paid
at the time of purchase.JetBlue reserves the right to deny boarding to passengers without proper documentation. DIRECTV® service is not available on flights outside the continental U.S.; however, where applicable, FOX lnFlight is offered complimentary on these
routes. Other restrictions apply. ©2008 JetBlue Airways
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County police said Monday.
A fourth man in their car
remains hospitalized in critical condition. No arrests
have been made. ·
Bendross was on probation for his role in the death
of 39-year-old Dutch tourist
Tosca Dieperink at a nearby
gas station.
"I think it's ironic tragedy begets tragedy,"
said Miami-Dade police Sgt.
Anne Bogen, who helped
investigate the 1996 case.
'"It's terrible anytime anyone gets killed. It was tragic
for the Dieperink family,
and I'm sure it's tragic for
the Bendross family."
Dieperink was shot in
the chest while sitting in a
rental car. She and her husband had pulled into the gas
station seeking directions
to a mall.
Two young men pleaded
guilty to second-degree
murder and are still serving
decades-long prison sentences.
Bendross, then 16, was
the driver of their getaway
car and pleaded guilty to a
robbery charge in exchange
for his cooperation with
prosecutors.
He was sentenced to 12
years probation, starting in
1998.
Dieperink's death rattled
Florida's tourism industry,
which at the time was still
struggling to recover from
the slayings of 10 foreigners
in the state in 1992 and 1993.
A Miami-Dade County
jury later ordered the rental
car company to pay
Dieperink's family $5.2 million for not telling the couple about the high-crime
Liberty City neighborhood.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Bill aims at tamping down 'FCAT
frenzy,' upgrading standards
TALLAHASSEE - Lawmakers want to quash the
"FCAT frenzy" that grips
Florida schools every year in
the form of pep rallies, giveaways, practice tests and the
abandonment of regular
studies to prepare for the
high-stakes Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test.
The FCAT has become
the focus of such hysteria
because it is used to reward
and sanction students, teachers and schools.
High schoolers must pass
it to earn a regular diploma,
and it determines whether
third-graders are promoted.
High FCAT scores can
mean cash awards for
schools and bonuses for
teachers. Failing grades can
result in administrative
shake-ups.
Legislation introduced
Tuesday, though. is aimed at
preventing teaching to the
test.
The wide-ranging bill,
which also revamps public
school academic standards,
would prohibit using state
money for FCAT practice
materials such as tests and
workbooks.
The words "Florida Comprehensive
Assessment
Test" and "FCAT" would be
banned from books and
other material bought in the
. future with state dollars.
Schools also would be
barred from substituting
FCAT preparation for standard studies.
The measure also would
delay test-taking by about a
month in most cases. Flores
said that would provide
more time to prepare properly by focusing on regular
studies.
The FCAT currently tests
reading, writing, math and
science.
The bill would add social
studies.
Other provisions would
require state education officials to strengthen state standards that establish what students must be taught and
create benchmarks for their
progress.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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ADelta Air lines shuttle plane taxies on the runway at Washington's Ronald Reagan
Airport in this Feb. 20 file photo. Delta said it would offer voluntary severance payouts.

Delta to offer voluntary
severance payouts to employees

Obama confronts nation's
legacy of racial division ·

ATLANTA - Delta Air
Lines said Tuesday it will
offer voluntary severance
payouts to roughly 30,000
employees - more than
half its work force - and
cut domestic capacity by an
extra 5 percent this year as
part of an overhaul of its
business plan to deal with
soaring fuel prices.
Executives at Atlantabased Delta said in a memo
to employees that the airline's goal is to cut 2,000
frontline, administrative
and management jobs
through the voluntary program, attrition and other
initiatives.
Delta
spokeswoman
Betsy Talton said that if
more than that amount
agree to take the voluntary
severance, that will be
allowed.
The severance program
primarily affects mainline
Delta employees.
It will not affect Delta
pilots, who have a union
contract with the company,
and employees at Delta
regional carrier Comair,
which is based in Erlanger,
Ky.
One part of the program
is for employees who are
already eligible for retirement or for those whose
age and years of service
add up to at least 60, with
10 or more years of service.
The other part of the
program is an "early-out"
offer for frontline employees - such as flight attendants and gate and ticket
agents - with 10 or more
years of service and for
administrative and management employees with
one or more years of service.
Delta had 55,044 total
full-time employees as of
the end of last year.
Oil prices recently
cracked $ill a barrel, nearly
twice what they were a
year ago.
The memo from Chief
Executive Richard Anderson and President Ed Bastian did not mention Delta's
talks with Northwest Airlines Corp. about a combination that would create
the world's largest airline.
Bastian . was updating
investors Tuesday at a conference in New York.
Bastian said Delta will
continue to grow internationally.
He brushed off concerns
raised by one analyst that
robust international expansion may be the wrong
approach while many corporations are cutting back
on travel as the economy
weakens.

PHILADELPHIA
Barack Obama unsparingly
criticized his longtime pastor's words while strongly
defending the man himself
Tuesday in a politically risky
speech that appealed to the
country to overcome racism
and the black anger and
white resentment it spawns.
Forming a more perfect
union "requires all Americans to realize that your
dreams do not have to come
at the expense of my
dreams," said the Illinois senator running to be the first
black president.
"This union may never
be perfect, but generation
after generation has shown
that it can always be perfected," he said.
In his most pointed
speech of the campaign,
Obama confronted the
nation's legacy of racial division head on, tackling black
grievance, white resentment
and the uproar over his former pastor's incendiary
statements. Drawing on his
half-black, half-white roots
as no other presidential
hopeful could, Obama
urged Americans to break
"a racial stalemate we've
been stuck in for years.'"
"The anger is real; it is
powerful; and to simply
wish it away, to condemn it
without understanding its
roots, only serves to widen
the chasm of misunderstanding that exists between
the races," he said in a
speech at the National Constitution Center, not far from
where the Declaration of
Independence was adopted
The speech was the most
racially tinged during his
campaign to become the
first black president, covering divisions from slavery to
the O.J. Simpson trial to the
recovery efforts after Hurricane Katrina, along with his
own background. Obama
rarely talks so openly about
his race in such a prominent
way, but he recognized it has
been a major issue in the
campaign that has taken a
"particularly divisive tum"
in the last few weeks as
video of his longtime pastor
spread on the Internet and
on television.

Dalai Lama threatens to step
down ifTibet violence continues
DHARMSALA, India The Dalai Lama threatened
Tuesday to step down as
leader of Tibet's government-in-exile if violence
committed by Tibetans in
his homeland spirals out of
control.
Demonstrations in Tibet
turned increasingly violent
last week, and the Dalai
Lama,
speaking
to
reporters, urged ms countrymen to show restraint.
He said that "if things
become out of control" his
"oniy option is to completely resign."
While much of the violence in Tibet has been
directed against protesters,
there have also been
reports of Tibetan demonstrators attacking shops
and burning cars.
Later, one of his top
aides clarified the Dalai
Lama's comments.

Fed poised to cut rates as it
combats weak economy
WASHINGTON - The
Federal Reserve is expected
to aggressively lower interest rates in its intensified
battle against the credit crisis and spreading economic
weakness. The question is
whether all of the effort will
turn the tide.
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke and his
colleagues have already
been working overtime,
employing a variety of novel
approaches to keep the
economy out of a recession
or at least moderate the
impact of any downturn.
More relief is expected
Tuesday when the central
bank is expected to cut a key
interest rate by between
one-half and a full percentage point.
The Fed's target for the
federal funds rate, the interest that banks charge each
other on overnight loans,
currently stands at 3 percent, down from 4.25 percent at the beginning of this
year. That was before global
market turmoil in January
prompted an emergency
three-quarter-point cut on
Jan. 22 and a half-point
move eight days later, the
biggest reductions in a single month in more than a
quarter-century.
-
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. Instruction

includes:

microbiology,

new

changes

physiology, general and organic chemistry,

comprehension, verbal and writing ess~y sl<lUs~ anal
problem passage solving and comprehension~
honing scjentjfic,e
J

through critical & analytical thinking techniques

anct apgfiGations;

practice exams!

matter expert instructor: ·Dr. Putzer$

UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep.
407 .882.TEST www.t~stprep.ucf.edu
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BRINGING UCF TO YOU

©RAND OPENING
CELEBRATION
COLONIAL FREEDOM CHECKING:
Colonial Freedom Checking has all the features of a free
checking account and so mud:i more - except the fees.
• Cash-back Rewards* - Get cash
back for your Colonial Check
Oard purchases
• One Free NSF/Overdraft Fee**
- Receive a rebate on your first
NSFI overdraft fee each year

• FREE Colonial Online Banking

· FREE Colonial Check Oardt
• FREE e-Statement Delivery

NEW LOCATION!

Oviedo Office
3055 Alafaya Trail· Oviedo, FL 32765
(407) 971-7500
&

No need for reservations. SimpJy come 1:ry a79time.
LOBBY HOURS
Mond'!,y - Thursday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Friday, 9 a.m. - 6 p._m .

DRIVE-THRU HOURS
Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. - 0 p.m.

Ccow~

BANI(NA

You,11 like it heret

www.colonialbank.com • Member FDIC

_____
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~

-
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l:&I. uals. lfyour Colonial Online Banking.Colonial Check Card, and e-Statement service are not maintained for die life of the accoun,; the ac1!111!11 count will convert to another Colonial checking account to be determined at Coionial's discretion. •cash·back rew~rds on signature and
Plfll•based transactions drawn off oh freedom Checking account only...fllonsufficient Available Funds Fee (NSF) and overdraft fee wa,ver ellgibU•
ity renews automatically ®-ch year on account anniversary date. +No annual fee.Tran$ac.ttons at non~Colt:>nial ATM$ subject to
aqillity fees. Additional ,har9es may be impased by non-Colonial financial inStiMions or ATM operators.
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Supreme Court seems favorable of gun rights
But Justice Stephen Breyer be.infringed."
While the arguments raged
suggested that the District's
public safety concerns could be , inside, advocates of gun rights
WASHINGTON The relevant in evaluating its 32- and opponents of gun violence
Supreme Court appeared ready . year-old ban on handguns, per- demonstrated outside court
· Tuesday to endorse the view haps the strictest gun control Tuesday.
that the Second Amendment law in the nation
Dozens of protesters mingives individuals the right to
"Does that make it unrea- gled with tourists and waved
own ·guns but was less clear sonable for a city with a very signs saying "Ban the W~hingabout whether to retain the Dis- high crime rate ... to say no ton elitists, not our guns" or
trict ofColumbia's ban on hand- handguns here?'' Breyer said.
"The NRA helps criminals and
guns.
.
Solicitor General Paul terrorists buy guns."
The justices were aware of Clement, the Bush administraMembers of the Brady Camthe historic nature of their tion's top Supreme Court paign to Prevent Gun Violence
undertaking, engaging in an lawyer, supported the individ- chanted "guns kill" as followers
extended 98-minute session of ual right but urged the justices of the Second Amendment Sisquestions and answers that not to decide the other ques- ters and · Maryiand Shall
could yield the first definition · tion Instead, Clement said the Issue.Org shouted "mor.e guns,
of the meaning of the Second court should allow for reason- less crime."
'
Amendment in its 216 years.
A line ·to get into tlie court
able restrictions that allow banA key justice, Anthony ning certain types of weapons, for the historic arguments
DENNIS COOK / ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kennedy, left little doubt about including existing federal laws.
began forming two days earlier Protesters for-and against the District of Columbia's firearms ban are seen outside the Su~re'.11e Co~rt in.Washingto~, D.C., Tuesday as
his view when he said early in
He did not take a position on and extended more than a block the court hears arguments in an attempt to overturn the ban. The last Supremi: Court ruhng on th1s.~op1c was back m1939.
the proceedings that the Sec- the District law.
by early Tuesday.·
ond Amendment gives "a genThe court has not concluThe high court's first extenGenie Jennings, a resident of caused division within the Bush
The City Council that adopteral right to bear arms:'
sively interpreted the Second sive examination of the Second South · Perwick, Maine, and administration, with Vice Presi- ed the ban said it was -justified
Several justices were skepti- Amendment since its ratifica- Amendment since 1939 grew · national spokeswoman for Sec- dent Dick Cheney taking a because "handguns have no
cal that the Constitution, if it tion in 1791 The basic issue for out of a challenge to the Dis- ond Amendment Sisters, said harder line than the administra- legitimate use in the purely
· gives individuals' gun rights, the justices is whether the trict's ban
the law banning handguns in tion's official position at the urban environment of the Discould allow a complete ban or;i. amendment protects an indiAnise Jenkins, president pf a Washington "is denying indi- court.
trict of Columbia."
.
handguns when, as Chief Jus- vidual's right to own guns or coalition called Stand Up for viduals the right to' defend
The local Washington govDick Anthony Heller, 65, an
tice John Roberts pointed out, whether that right is somehow Democracy in· D.C., defended themselves."
ernment argues that its law armed security guard, sued the
those weapons are most suited tied to service in a state militia
the district's prohibition on
Even ifthe court determines should be allowed to remain in District after it rejected his
for protection at home.
The amendme1;1t reads: ·~ handguns.
there is an individual right, the force whether or not the amend- application to keep a handgun
''What is reasonable about a well regulated militia, being
"We feel our local council justices still will have to deci~e ment applies to individuals, at his home for protectioIL His
ban on possession of hand- necessary to the security of a knows what we need for a good whether the District's ban can although it reads the amend~ lawyers say the amendment
guns?" Roberts asked at one free state, the right ofthe people standard of life and to keep us stand and how to evaluate other ment as intended to allow states plainly protects an individual's
point.
to keep and bear arms, shall not safe," Jenkins said.
gun control laws. This issue has to have armed forces.
right.

MARK SHERMAN
Associated Press
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fM Movie Night - Kung
Hustle
FSA Field Doy
AAHM Official Opening
.
taste of Asia {Outside S.U.- 11 :00 -2:00)
A.SA Pageant(Pegasus Ballroom 6:00-10:00)
Taste of Asia (Outside S.U.- 1 1:00 - 2:00)
APAC Stereotype Forum (SU-Garden Key-2-4pm)
APAC Comedy Night (Wakadoos 6-9pm)
VASA Pho festival {Barbara Ying Center 5pm)
CASA/KSA Cultural Block Party
(Memory Mall 4pm-9pm}
ASA Bobo Teo Night (Barbaro Ying Center Spm)
VASA Movie Night (TBA)
A.PAC Ropes course (RWC 1:30 -3pm)
KSA Kimbap Night (Barbara Ying Center 5pm)
OPhlL Iron· Chef (Barbaro Ying Center 5pm)
FM Calligraphy Night (8atbaro Ying Center 5pm)
Culture Shock (Pegasus Ballroom 1Opm 12pm)
Game Night (Comm . B1.:.1Ud.)
APAC Closing Celebration (TBA)
Sayaw ~illpino Cultural Show
(F'errell's Common 5pm-'9pm)
APAC Closing Ceremony (Pegasus Ballroom)

f\Y\emory Mall

4 to 9 PM
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Loan practices stopped
. FROM

Al

STUDENT RESPONSE

sity believes it has legal
Senior aerospace engineering student James Francisco,22, is an avid UCFfootball
authority to provide funding
fan who has been to every home football game and said he understands that
to its DSO, which is what the
money is needed for such a pr<?9ram to succeed.
athletic association is. We
"It almost seems like they're trying to promote sports and athletics, especially
disagree,'' Sauerbeck said.
football. It's hard for a football program to develop when your hands are tied mon"The university does not
etarily. So its like UCF changed it [from a department] into an association ~ they
have home rule authority."
can give them [the Athletics Association] the money with out asking any quesSauerbeck said the univertions," Francisco said.
sity was cited on two differAlthough Francisco Sijid he didn't realize he was being charged almost $200 a
ent occasions in the 2007
semester in athletic fees, he said he's willing to support the program, but not wiHaudit concerning the univering to support"shady" transactions..
sity's dealings with the Ath"Ifthey're going to charge us,at least if it's regulated we know where the money
letics Association, both of
is going t(?," he said."Right now, Idon't know if my money is going to the football
which have been repeat
program or just fattening peoples' wallets.That's kind of concerning."
offenses in previous audits
dating back to the 2003 fiscal
year.
"This is not something we · that "direct-support organi- form _that they [the universisee ordinarily," Sauerbeck zations are intended to work ty] were trying to do anysaid. "With the other 11 uni- to benefit the university, and thing wrong."
versities, I don't recall any of not operate ' as a liability to
According to documents
those_findings."
the university by borrowing dating back to 2004 obtained
In July 2003, the universi- money from it."
by the Future, more thaµ $7.8
ty's Athletics Department
Vice President of UCF million was loaned to the
incorporated as a separate News and Iriformation Grant association, which includes a
entity and became the UCF Heston said -UCF and the $375,000 loan after the audit
Athletics Association Inc. auditor had different defini-;- · was concluded.
therefore, under Florida tions of what a DSO was.
Although UCF shoulp.
Statutes, the. university had
"It's simply a disagree- already have started receivno authority to make any ment on what a DSO means. ing payments on loans totaltransactions to 'the associa- It relates a little bit to the way ing more than $4.4 million,
tion, Sauerbeck said.
you can transfer funds," Hes- · not including accrued inter· ''.A department .is part of ton said. "The auditor gener- est, none of the loans has yet .
the school with employees of al is saying there is no explic- been paid back. Those paythe university, and the mon- it authority, and our opinion ments would have totaled
eys that were handled were is that it is implicit or implied more than $966,000.
subject to all internal con- authority."
"Eventually, they would
trols and limitations that all
It wasn't that the associa- be paid back. We won't
university public moneys are tion didn't de.s erve any default," Stricklin said.
subject to," Sauerbeck said. · money, Sauerbeck said, but
Even though the universi"But when the money goes to the money being transferred ty said it felt no fault in the
a DSO, they are not necessar- had no way of being moni- situation, after this fiscal
ily subject to the same con- tored; so students had no year's audit, UCF President
trols and limitations that assurance their tuition fee John Hitt released a response
they would be if they were money was being used for stating that the university
handled by someone who · the proper purposes.
would no longer initiate
worked for the university."
"I imagine it was bei:r;ig loans or ti:ansfers to the assoUniversity officials said used for the same purposes, ciation.,
they understood the statutes but it was being dispersed by
"Instead of fighting about
differently.
' the
association . versus it and disagreeing every year,
"The univ~rsity believes employees of the actual uni- we'll add more administrait was both authorized and yersity, and since the funds tion costs, but we'll go ahead
legal. There is no basis for it are not being retained by the and pay it out of the universinot being legal," UCF Vice university, the univen;ity's ty," Cole said.
·
President and General records don't reflect its uses,"
Sauerbeck
said
he
Counsel Scott Cole said. he said.
believes the university has
"They're a DSO, and by
According to the audit, stopped
its
practices
statute they have the .right the university had the because university officials
to make expenditures on authority to transfer athletic have finally acknowledged
behalf of the university and fees to a DSO, but only ·"for their mistake.
to use uriiversity resources. the purpose of paying and ' But regardless of fault, the
It was certainly legal to securing debt."
university and the Athletics
make those loans."
Stricklin said: "Only a cer- Association face no conseThe university's general tain portion of the fee is used quences for their actions,
counsel cited in the audit toward debt."
according to Board of Goverthat authority . could be
The audit voiced con- nors Director of Communiimplied . · from · numerous· cerns of the manner of cations Bill Edmonds.
Florida statutes, but the audi- remittance of the athletic
"The BOG will get
. tor general said implication fees because of the lack of involved if it's warranted,"
and interpretation doesn't procedures to monitor and Edmonds said. "If an issue
hold strong.
has been cited, even if it's
control those fees.
"None of the statutes cited
"There was no accounta- serious, if the university is
in the general counsel's bility on the university side, fixing it, then that's the
response specifically provide but it was money due us. It appropriate response."
the university authority to wasn't as if they said, 'Let's
Even after supposedly
make loans to other entities," just give them money, and We violating Florida Statutes and
the audit stated.
don't care what they do with lacking a method of accountIt went on to say that it,"' Stricklin said. "I don't ability, the· audit findings
Florida Statutes highlight believe in any way shape or may be ignor~d.
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Injury to a specific area of the brain can affect specific functions. An injury to the frontal lobe can affect judgement, while injury to the
back of the head can aff~ speech.

Effects of injury can be subtle
realize it. Schutz explained other campuses."
The biggest cause of TBI
that to make the connection
''When I came to Central between difficulty in school is automobile accidents. The
Florida, it became obvious and the head injury is some- easiest way to know whether
that the head injury services thing that the general public a person has received head
and facilities that were avail- simply does not know about. trauma significant enough to
able in our community, as in He said he believes that stu- place them at risk for acamost communities, weren't dents need to know that the demic problems is determinpro~iding the level of treat- circumstances of their head ing how long the period of
ment that was needed to help injury place them at risk.
unconsciousness was followschool-aged children who
Schutz and his manage- ing a car accident_or a blow
suffered from injury," Schutz ment team, the staff of the to the head that a person may
said.
Communications Disorders have taken in a fall or by
Schutz
completed Clinic located in Research being struck in the head. If a
research last year that veri- Park, and graduate students person has been unconscious
fies studies that have been who are studyit:J.g speech lan- for two hours or longer, they
done in many other colleges guage pathology in the clinic are definitely at risk.
The most coinmon form
that indicate that- as ~ y as form the TBI program.
one in every six students on
The TBI program is locat_- of head injury among college
campus have suffered a trau- ed in the Communications ' students is known as closed
matic brain injury (TBI) seri- Disorders Clinic. At this head ·injury. This is a trauous enough to produce some point, the clinic is not con- matic brain injury caused by
symptoms. About one out of nected with -the UCF a forceful impact applied to
every 20 students ·have suf- Medical School. "However, the person's brain, such as in
fered an injury severe Schutz said he expects the an automobile accident or
enough to academically dis- program to be affiliated once fall. When a person is
able them.
the medical school has devel- involved in an accident of
According to Schutz, this oped more.
this magnitude, the force of
· .
is a problem that can be clasThe TBI program is no impact causes a pressure
sified as a "stealthy'' epidem- different from most health-. wave to move through the
ic because in most every case care facilities in that it is paid brain.
these students don'.t realize for by a third party.
The wave of pressure
that the injury is affecting
The program will be behaves just like a tsunami,
them. Those suffering from otfered to students at no cost. but as it moves through' the
injury may feel normal, Florida has a special program brain, it snaps connections in
sound normal and seem as in which the money that vio- half, one after another. Each
normal as anyone.
lator~ ·pay the state goveirn- one of those snapped con''When .[injured students] ment for speeding tickets, nections is a brain cell torn in
undertake a course of study DUI fines and motorcycle half that dies, and these cells
at UCF and they can't learn licenses is placed into a pool. cannot be replaced: they no
effectively, things get disor- This money is made avail- longer work. The more of
ganized, they have trouble able for the rehabilitation of these connec;-:tions that snap,
following through and they people . who have head the longer the period of
can't show what they know injuries or spinal cord unconsciousness, and the
·
on. tests," Schutz said. "It's injuries.
longer the state of unconconfusing to them, and it's
"Florida has one of the sciousness, the more acaupsetting. But, they don't best programs in the United demic problems and behavautomatically think, 'Oh, States at managing the fund- ior problems the person
look, here's my head injury ing of these types of services, experiences afterward.
UCF student Amanda
getting in my way.' It's usual- because it covers all expensly the last thing they think es; people don't have to reach Patrick experienced this type
of."
into their pocket," .Schutz of severe trauma in an autoSchutz is the guiding force said. "The way our program mobile accident.
"At the time of the acciin developing the traumatic works is we not only teach
brain injury- program, a proj- people the tec~iques they dent, I was ranked fourth
ect he arranged with UCF need to use this brain, which academically in my class. I
President John Hitt. His asso- has been damaged in some would study for a test and do
ciates in the Department of significant way, but can still really well," Patrick said in an
Communication-Sciences and work effectively by using the article released by UCF
Disorders, Janet Whiteside proper techniques. We also _ News and, Information.
and Kenyatta Rivers, are also provide tutorial help in one "After my accident ... not
contributing to the initia~on· of the courses that the per- only was memory loss an
of the program. Together, son is currently taking on issue, but so was my mental
they form a management c;ampu~. So one of our stu- processing ability. You literteam for the program.
dent therapists serves as a ally have to learn how to
think again, and you c::an't do
Schutz said that the biggest client's tutor i1;l that course.
obstacle associated with the
"We are · interested in it the way most people do."
TBI program's beginning is helping to start programs on
Patrick made a remarkthe most basic and fundamen- other campuses, and ,we able recovery after particital: communication. The peo- expect to be consulting with pating in Schutz's TBI pro- ·
. ple who .need the help don't student disability services of ·gram.
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UCF says balance a_nonissue
FROM

•

ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Police Chief Richard Beary speaks Tuesday to explain the death of UCF football player Ereck Plancher. UCF Di~ctor of Athletics Keith
Tribble, in the background, said they didn't know why Plancher died and that the school is gathering facts. Practice has been postponed.

Plancher was.'·h ard worker'
FROM

Al

automatic external defibrillator."
Officers then took over
CPR until fire rescue arrived
on the scene, which also performed CPR and took him to
Florida Hospital, where he
died, Beary said.
According
to
Beary,

Plancher was not conscious
when officers arrived at the
fieldhouse.
·
Tribble said that although
he did not play last season, .
Plancher was known for his
work ethic
''Even though he redshirted last season, Ereck. was
known as a hard-working
member of the team an<;l an

outstanding student at" this
university," Tribble said.
Spring football practice
was set to start this morning,
but it has been indefinitely
postponed.
·
. "I know that I swak for our
entire UCF family in saying
that our thoughts and prayersare with Ereck's family on
such a tragic day," nibble said

Al

said Bari Norman, an education consultant, in the interview with NBC.
From 2002 until 2007, the
number of men accepted to
UCF has remained between
5,203 and 5,969. Th~ number
of men applying in that tinie
increased from 8,161 to 11,487,
according to the OIR Web
site. The number of women
accepted in the same time
period stayed in the range of
6,720 to 7,282.
Two-thirds of colleges and
universities report that they get
more female than male applicants,·said Jennifer Delahunty
Britz, the dean of admissions
and financial aid. at Kenyon
College, in an editqrial she
wrote for The New York Thnes.
''We have told today's
young women that the world
is their oyster; the problem is,
so many of them believed us
that the standards for admission -to today's most selective
colleges are stiffer for women
than men," Britz wrote.

But many colleges are hesitant to do away with the goal
to stay gender bal~ced
·oecause of a lack of interest
from students when a school
becomes overwhelmingly
dominated by on,e sex.
Schools that have a 60 percent or greater female student
population notice less interest
from both men and women
applying to college, according
to the NBC special.
"It would be horribly
unfair for them to lower the
standards for men to accommodate·a balance,'' said Kelly
Nedimyer, a pre-dentistry
major at UCF. "I say, men, step
it up, because if you don't, we
women will."
Gender bahmce is mor.e of
an issue at smaller liberal. arts
colleges where programs
appeal more to female applicants.
"In a large public university like ours, where we ·have
almost 48,000 students with
93 different college majors,
you really have to be as even
handed as you can across the
!JI

board to be able to build a
'c ommunity of students who
can satisfy all those interests,"
said Chavis, who has worked
in admissions · at various
schools for 23 years.
But if the trend continues
and girls consistently perform
better then their:male counterparts, gender balance
could be an issue that plagues
all schools, even the largest
universities, forcing them to
choose between a primarily
female student body or having different admissions standards for men and women. .
"Acceptance to _a ny program or institution 'should be
based solely upon the performance and abilities of the
applicants in question," said
Brent Wakelin, a musical theater :i;najor at UCF. "Lowering
standards for men is the same
as accepting · a student
because they belong to a certain minority. Affirmative
action is no longer necessary
in America. Opportunities
should be given to those who
deserve thetn, period."
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GET·A HIT OFF MITCH -HOUCK .OR AU.STIN HUDSON?

••
UCF 6 I WAGNER 0

...

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF pitcher Mitch Houck delivers a pitch during Monday's game against W;igner. Houck pitched seven innings of hitless baseball before being taken out due to a high pitch count. He was replaced by Austin Hudson, who got the final six outs
to give the Knights their first no-hitter since Pete Maclaughlin accomplished the feat against Columbia in April 1973. Houck struck out a career-high 13 batters and then Hudson recorded five of his six outs on the strikeout.

. BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The UCF baseball team has been successful in nearly
every scenario in the 2008 season, but the Knights' 17th
win of the season was headlined by one of the most special accomplishments in baseball: a no-hitter.
Sophotnores -Mitch Houck and Austin Hudson combined to throw the program's second no-hitter and its first
in 35 years during the Knights' 6-0 victory over WagQer on
Monday night.
Houck pitched the first seven innings, using a_combination of big, breaking curveballs and dipping sliders to
strike ~ut a career-high 13 batters.
.
"It was one of those things where they never really got
around to seeing it out of my hand," Houck said ''It was
just devastating them tonight. ...·It's definitely the greatest
thing that's happened inmy college career, no doubt about
it."
Houck wanted to come out for the eighth inning, but
his coaches decided against it, pointing to Houck's pitch
count of 109. Instead, Houck took in the final two innings
from UGF's dugout, where he said he tried not to think
about the game "because I didn't want to kill myself having a heart attack."
Hudson was brought in to get the final six outs and did
so with a majority of fastballs while mixing in some
. sinkers that helped him strike out five ofthe seven batters
he f~ced He walked the first batter of the ninth inning
before striking out the side.
·
Yet as the last out was recorded, UCFs victory didn't
seem to have any extra value from the look on the pitch-

er's moup.d Hudson, who admitted that he's not very outward with his emotions, pumped his fist and gave a onearmed hug to catcher Rob Lara - not quite the reaction
most would expect from a pitcher who had just completed his college's first no-hitter since 1973 when Pete
MacLaughlan pulled it off against Columbia
''I was excited," Hudson said ''I lmew what was going
on and I was just happy that I could finish it out for Mitch
and the rest of the team."
The emotion was quite a bit different from Houck after
Hudson finished what he had started
''I don't know ifrve ever jumped that high before, to be
honest,'' said Houck, who was sporting the remnants of
the shaving cream pie his teammates had shoved into his
face during a postgame interview. "I feel like I got a couple
feet off the ground there. I was just beyond ecstatic."
Monday night was the culmination of a long road for
Houck, who fought through inconsistency on the mound
in his freshman year of 2006 and at the start of 2007. In
each year, his strikeout-to-walk ratio was less than 2-to-l
. Then, Houck's season last year was cut short due to an
injury to a muscle in his left ann. Houck rehabbed in time
to have a solid summer in the Cape Cod League,followed
up by a successful fall season. ·
Pitching coach Craig Cozart sai4 prior to the start of
this season that Houck was throwing as well as anyone on
the staff. And with the helping of Cozart, Houck has
become one of the Knights' most powerful pitchers, leading the team with 39 strikeouts in 22.2 innings. Plus, that
ratio is now better than 5-to-1
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A9

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
TWO NO-HITTERS IN ONE?

When Austin Hudson recorded
the final out against Wagner on
Monday night, he not only
became a part ofUCF's first nohitter in 35 years.As ofTuesday
afternoon, he had thrown nine
hitless innings over his past four
appearances.
UCF'S OFFENSE IS AHIT

The Knights had nine hits
Monday against Wagner.They
had recorded at least 10 hits in
the nine previous games,
including 17 against Siena on
Sunday.Overall,UCF has
notched at least 10 hits in 15
games this season.
CHALK IT UP: 1,200 FOR BERG
.Monday's victory was the
1,200th in the career of UCF
coach Jay Bergman. He is just
the 17th coach in Division I
history to have that many
victories and the 21st coach at

all levels of the NCAA to reach
the milestone. He ranks
seventh among active coaches ·
in wins.
DWAYNE'S WORLD

Second baseman Dwayne
Bailey hit just .232 last season
as a junior, his first as a Knight.
But this season, he has made a
180-degreetum,hitting .467 as
ofTuesday afternoon.After
recording just 44 hits last
season, Bailey already has 35
hits this season. ·
COMINGUP.

..,

The Knights will open a threegame series against the
Southern Miss Golden Eagles on
Friday. It will be the first
Conference USA game ofthe
year for both teams.The Golden
Eagles took two of three games
from the Knights last season.
· Each of three games will take
place in Hattiesburg, Miss.

Knights burn Blazers
MELISSA HEYBOER
Editor-in-(hief

2-0

•
•
•

The UCF Softball team has
·a lot of momentum heading
into its third Conference USA
series of the season against ·
UCFvs. UAB
Tulsa And the Knights found
it in the form of a one-hit
shutout that helped them take
their first conference. series of goals this season."
Senior pitcher Allison
the season.
After splitting its first two Kime was nearly unhittable
games against UAB the, against the Blazers, throwing a
one-hit
Knights won the rubber match complete-game,
with a 2-0 victory over their C- shutout in which she struck
· out eight b~tters and walked
USA rival.
"It was a hard-fought week- just one.
Aside from improving her
end, · and the team came . up
with key hits to give us the record to 10-7 on the season,
. upper hand in the series win," Kime also recorded her 125th
UCF coach Renee Luers- strikeout of the season and her
Gillispie said in a press third shutout.
The Knights' bats were
release. "Being able to take
this series from a good UAB silenced through the first four
team was important for us to innings until a leadoff single
stay on. track in meeting <;mr from Tiffany Lane in the top of

the fifth started the UCF
offense.
. After her single, Lane
quickly stole second and then
moved to third ori. a passed
ball.
. A walk to Breanne Javier
put runners on first ap.d third
for the Knights with.no outs_
The next batter, Hillary Barrow, put down a bunt single
that scored Lane from third
and advanced Javier to third
on a throwing error.
In the next at bat, Lexi Gresham singled down the left
field line, scoring Javier from
third giving the Knights their
second run of the inning and
the only runs they would need
to secure the win over the
Blazers.
· Despite having just four
hits in the series finale, LuersGillispie said she was proud of
PLEASE SEE
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UCF pitcher Allison Kime threw seven shutout innings in the Knights' 2-0 win over the
Blazers on Sunday. Kime struck out 8 and allowed just 1 hit in recording her 10th victory.
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2nd-place Tulsa
up next for UCF

Men's tennis falls, rowing cruises
Men's tennis

FROM
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her team's offensive production throughout the weekend.
'We had excellent production from the top of our.lineup the entire weekend,"
Luers-Gillispie
said.
"Marquita [Council], Tiffany,
Breanne and Hillary really
established themselves as the
key to our success."
· Before their third conference series begins Friday, the
Knights will host two nonconference games at the UCF
Softball Complex.
UCF will welcome the
Jacksonville Dolphins tonight
and the Iowa Hawkeyes on
Thursday.

The UCF Men's Tennis team
dropped a close contest in California
against the University of CaliforniaIrvine on Saturday.
The Knights grabbed the doubles
point with victories by Claudio
Romano and Sinan Sudas and Johan
Beigart and· Brock Sakey, but were
unable to finish off the Anteaters in
singles competition.
Both Romano and Blaze Schwartz
grabbed 6-1, 6-4 victories, but no one
else from UCF won a match.
Brock Sakey pushed Khunpol
lssara to three sets, but lssara pulled
out a 6-7 (4-7), 6-2, 6-2 victory.
The loss ended a three-match road
trip to ·California in which the
Knights went 2-1. They return home
Friday for a three-match homestand,
starting against Cornell at 2 p.m.
·

Game times are set for 5
p.m. and 1:30 p.m., respectively.
The Knights will round
out their weekend on Friday
and Saturday with ·a threegame series against the
Golden Hurricane, who are
coming off a three-game
sweep of the UTEP Miners.
Tulsa currently sits in second place in the C-USA
standings with a 5-1 conference record and a 14-11 record
overall Houston is first with
an unblemished 3-0 record in
conference play, 25-3 overall
UCF and Tulsa will play a
doubleheader Friday at 3 p.m.
and 5 p.m. and finish the
series Saturday with a start
time of noon.

UCF KNIGHTS
STEPHANIE CONNELLY

Sport:

·Women's Golf

Top finish:
She placed fourth in
UCF's most recent
tournament and was
one of four players to
not finish over par.

indoor All-America honors for UCF.
Although she finished ninth in the
high jump, the top .eight U.S.-born
players are named All-Americans.
Washington State's Ebba Jungmark. from Onsala, Sweden, won the
event.
The Knights will next head to
Miami for the Miami Invitational on
Saturday. It will be the first of three
straight tournaments in the state of
Florida for UCF.

Women's tennis

The UCF Women's Tennis team
followed its 5-1 win over Syracuse
with a close 4-3 loss to Dartmouth on
The Knights combined for a 50- Sunday to fall to 7-7 on the season.
Like the men's team, the Knights
over-par 914 led by a stellar -performance from Stephanie Connelly, who won two of the doubles matches for
the doubles point, but won only two
finished in fourth place.
•
Connelly was one of four players . of the singl~s matches.
Anna Yakimchenkova beat Jesse
in the tournament to not shoot over
Women's rowing
_.
par, l;llld her even-par 216 was .11 Adler 3-6,' 6-0, 6-4 in the No. 4 spot,
Unlike other· sports teams over strokes better than the next UCF while Kyla McNicol beat Megan
Spring Break, the UCF Women's - player.
Zebros~ 7-6, 6-3 in the No. 2 spot.
Rowing team dominated its event
Yakimchenkova · teamed with
Florida State won the team title,
over the break at the Rollins Spring shooting a combined 20-over-par Kenza Belbacha for.an 8-2 win in douBreak Race on Saturday.
884, while the Seminoles' Caroline bles, while Jennifer Carati and Elvira ·
Facing Rollins, Georgia and Wash- Westrup won the individual title with Serrot graphed the other doubles
ington College, the Knights swept all an 8-under-par 208.
win.
· The Knights · continue their fivesix events.
May Tomimbang was the secondIn the Varsity 8+ race, the light- highest finisher for the Knights, match homestand when they take on
weight and novice crews finished · shooting a ll-over-pru; 227 to tie for Tulsa tomorrow at 2 p.m at the UCF
first and second, respectively.
Tennis Complex.
26th.
In the Varsity 4+, the Knights beat
Next up for UCF will be the threeRollins by 15 seconds. UCF also won day Liz Murphy Collegiate Classic New coaches
by 14 seconds in the V~sity 4+ B race. starting Friday. It will be the last tourThe UCF Men's Soccer team
The largest margin of victory for nament for the Knights before the added Jim Cofer as an assistant coach,
the Knights came in the Lightweight Conference USA Championship, head coach ~ryan Cunningham
4+, in which they beat _Rollins by 32 which starts April 14.
announced Monday.
seconds.
Cofer comes . to UCF after: two
The Knights return to action this Women's track and field
years at Oregon State, where he
weekend with some of the team .
The UCF Women's Track and helped the goalkeepers, recruited and
going to Austin, Texas, for the Long- Field team saw one of its members worked with the scout team.
horn Invitational from March 21-23, beconie the first Knight to participate
The UCF Volleyball team also got
while some of the squad will head to in the NCAA Indoor Championships a new assistant coach ui Michelle
Petrakis Cup on Saturday in Jack- on Friday.
Chatman, head coach Todd Dagenais
sonville.
Freshman Lizzie .Harris matched· announced Monday.
Chatman will be the recruiting
her personal best in the high jump
Women's golf
and finished ninth at the national coordinator, director of 'Operations
Competing against big-name meet at the Randal Tyson Track Cen- and middle blocker coach. She was
formerly an assistant coach at
schools in the LSU/Cleveland Golf ter in Fayetteville, Ark
Classic, the UCF Women's Golf team
Harris became UCFs first Confer- Georgetown.
finished the tournament Saturday ence USA Champion when she won
tied for 10th place with South Caroli- the high jump two weeks ago.
na.
- COMPILED BY PADRICK ~REWER
Hards also received the first

It's not too late!
...
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UNC tops in classroom UCF finishes Siena sweep
UCF's offense backed ·up
Houck by scoring in each ofthe
first four innings, including two
"It's kind of maturity runs in the third Shane Brown
because [ Cozart] and I have drove in the inning's first run
talked a little bit about it," with a single to left field, which
Houck said ''He just tells me scored Colin Arnold One bat'You're too good to be walking ter later, Brown scored from
people like that, so just go out ' third on Matt Watson's balk.
there and throw strikes and see ' Brown and Josh Siebenaler
what happens.' And it's been . combined for four hits, three
working for me."
runs and three RBI$.
To make the night even
Watson allowed four runs in
more eventful, it was UCF the first three innings before he
coach Jay Bergman's l,200th was taken out A lack of control
victory. Bergman is the was bis main problem. He
17th coach in Division I history walked five and threw three
to earn 1,200 career victories, balls to eight batters.
and has the seventh-most wins
It wasn't as impressive as
among active D-I coaches.
Monday night's inagic, Mitch
''It's very humbling;' he said Herold turned in another great
'When you've been around outing from a UCF pitclier as
and you're as old as I am, it real- the Knights completed a sweep
ly speaks to a lot of things. ... It of Siena on Sunday 12-1
speaks to longevity more than
Herold pitched a careeranything else, and having good high seven innings, allowed no
players and surrounding your- runs and with eight strikeouts.
self with good people."
The Knights were just one
FROM

•
"
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career

GERRY BROOME/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Members ofthe University of North Carolina's basketball team pose with the Atlantic Coast Conference trophy Sunday after winning the
ACC Tournament UNC was the only school among the top 4 teams in the NCAA Tournament to graduate at least 50 percent of its players.

at 45 schools, but black athletes
had that much success at only
36schools.
North Carolina was the lone
But the study found that the
school among the four top achievement gap· was shrinkseeds in the NCAA men's tour- ing. At 34 percent of tournanament to graduate at least 50 ment-bound teams there was a ,
percent of its players.
30-point or greater difference
. A report released Monday in graduation success between
found 86 percent of Tar Heels black and white players, down
men's players earned diplomas from 49 percent last year. Black
during a six-year period The players continued to succeed
other top seeds were far worse: in higher rates than black
45 percent at Kansas and 40 per- nonathletes.
cent at UCIA and Memphis.
"Higher education's greatThe study was conducted est failure ~ the persistent gap
by Richard Lapchick, head of between African-American
the University of Central Flori- and white basketball studentda's Institute for Diversity and athletes in particular, and stuEthics in Sport. . It evaluated dents in general," ·Lapchick
four different freshrt1an classes wrote. ''The good news there is
for a period beginning in 1997- that the gaps are narrowing
98 and ending with 2000-0L slightfy.''
Though the players evaluated
According to NCAA data,
are no longer on campus, the · graduation rates for black
report intends to provide a men's basketball players have
snapshot of academic trends.
improved 14 percent overall
Lapchick's primary concern since 1984.
·
was the ~parity between
'We've seen some real
black and white players. Thir- improvement over time,"
ty-three schools graduated at NCAA spokesman Erik Chrisleast 70 percent of their white tianson said. "There's always
men's basketball players; only room for more improvement,
19 graduated that many black but we're pleased with the
players. At least 50 percent of progress."
white players earned degrees
The NCAA tournament

TRAVIS REED
Associated Press

field is 65 teams, but not all
could be included in the analysis. Cornell, like other Ivy
League schools, doesn't report
graduation rates. Gonz.aga had
no black players and 10 schools
had no white athletes.
Two of the No. 2 seeds, Tennessee and Texas, graduated
only 33 percent of their players
for the period studied The
. other second seeds, Georgetown and Duke, had success
rates of 82 percent .and 67 percent, respectively.
Academically, this year the
Final Four would include five
teams: Western Kentucky (100
percent graduation ·success),
Butler (92 percent), Notre
Dame (91 percent), Purdu~ (91
percent), and Davidson (91 percent). Xavier, a No. 3 seed, was
close behind with a 90 percent
success rate.
UCLA said the report failed
to show its recent academic
success, and a better indicator
was the NCAA'.s new Academic Progress Rate. Lapchick has
been waiting to use tliat data,
collected since 2004 under the
NCAA'.s academic reforms,
until four years are available.
The fourth year won't be
released until April

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES

Master's Degrees
Flexible full-time or pan-time evening schedules

.

Public Relations
Strategic Public Relations I Integrated Marketing
Communications

Journalism
~ultural I Political/International I Advocacy I Immersion

•
, For more information visit sc~.geo!getown.edu/mps
or call 202.687.9100
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE 2008 SUMMER AND FALL TERM

strike short of getting their first
shutout since Feb. 29, but combined with the pitching performance, UCF's 17 hits and
one error, it may have been the
Knights' most complete victory of the s.easoIL
Dwayne Bailey had three
hits and three RBIs while
Siebenaler scored two runs and
drove in two runs. They are
two of the biggest reasons why
the Knights were averaging
more than nine runs per game
as of Tuesday afternooIL They
are the· team's two best base
stealers, and while Siebenaler is
batting more than 300, Bailey's
average is more than .400.
UCF played game two of its
three-game series against Wagner on Tuesday night, but
results were not available at
press time. A recap will be in
Friday's edition of the Future.
The teams will conclude the
series tonight at Jay Bergman
Field First pitch is set for 6:30.
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Th.e University of Tampa, Graduate Studies Office
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OUR STANCE

Abolishing the
board a bad idea

j

I

lorida's Legislature is proing any power or influence over
posing a stunningly bad
the said education commissjoner
idea to change the way the
is slim to none. They will most
ublic university system works.
likely be lame ducks sitting in a
Get this: The Legislature wants row for mere appearance purposo completely eliminate the Board es. The Board of Governors
of Governors now. That's right. At knows this and is of course fightfirst, they wanted to strip it of its
ing this amendment tooth and
authority to set tuition rates but
nail.
now are gunning to get rid of it
It is important to note that the
altogether.
loss of the Board of Governors
Instead of the board, state Sen- would be a loss for the student
ate President Ken Pruitt, R-Port
voice as well As it is now, the
St. Lucie, who proposed the con- · president of the Florida Student
stitutional amendment, is propos- Association, which is made up of
Jing to create an elected education
all the SGA presidents in the state,
commissioner position.
has a seat - and a say- on the
Ifthis amendment passes board The elimination of the
we hope it does not - it would
Board of Governors would also
be the third time a major change .
result in the elimination of the
in the way universities are govUCF Board of 'Irustees, resulting
erned took place in less than a
in the direct elimination of the
decade. This just goes to show
UCF student voice. Currently, the
that the system is frighteningly
SGA president and the chair of
unstable - the very system that
the Faculty Senate sit on the
fays down dollar figures for your
Board of Trustees, speaking for
oney.
the UCF student body, and they
This elected education comwould both get the boot.
missioner would have a lot of
In addition, the proposal also
· power. It should go without saycalls for the abolishment of the
ing that a vast amount of power in Board of Education, which curthe hands of one person is always
rently "oversees kindergarten-12th
grade education and community
a bad idea Some may even call it
a dictatorship.
colleges." The amendment calls to
The Orlando Sentinel states
replace this board with the goverthat the elected commissioner
nor and his cabinet.
would have ''policy-making
As the name implies, the elect. authority over all aspects of pubed education commissioner
lic education. As a result, the prowould be an elected post posal strips the Board of Goversomething the Legislature is
nors of its policy-making power
parading around as one of their
over universities, recasting it as an main argwnents in support of the
advisory panel with five board
amendment. Currently, the Board
members instead ofl4:' -of Governors is an unelected
This may sound like an OK
board
plan being-that they are still
The scandal gets a little deeper
allowing five members to remain
still The Board of Governors
on board to "advisi' but we can
claims that the Legislature aJ,J,d
assure you that the likelihocxl of
lawmakers are angry at them for
the remai.ning,five members havsuing the Legislature over the
/

r.

right to set tuition rates. Is this
proposal revenge? Hard to say.
Yet another scandalous point
was raised by a Sentinel editorial
They stated, "Senate President
Ken Pruitt, Bright Futures' biggest
champion in the Legislature, is
facing the end of his political
career when term limits force him
from the Legislature in two years.
What better job for him than an
elected education commissioner?''
The Sentinel brought up another important point in the matter.
Rather than squabble amongst
one another, we should be joining
forces with other Florida universities to "build world-class universities:' As it stands now, we can
barely compete with states such
as North Carolina or Georgia.
''where leaders have decided to
build their economies around
strong university systems."
A strong Board of Governors is
needed to make sure Florida universities don't begin any ridiculous in-fighting. The elected commissioner is nothing but an
influential political position for
some lawmaker hungry to set his
own agenda in the state.
The last thing we need is this
elected commissioner. Lawmakers and the Legislature need to
rethink this move in a big way.
The Florida system is already
looking bad enough, but this latest
move reeks of corruption and
dirty politics.
Besides, voters have already
been there, done that. We did
away with the not-so-great elected education commissioner back
in 1998 - because it was too
much of a politically isolated position - and replaced the position
with the board Ten years later,
nothing has changed, and lawmakers need to remember that.

/
, The future encourages comments from readers. ln order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Who took the cookies
from the cookie jar?
I

•
•
'I

t appears that UCF has
learned its lesson after getting called out on the illegal
practice of loaning money to the
Athletics Association.
Like a kid who got caught
with his hand in a $7.4 million
cookie jar, UCF officials have
said that they will no longei: loan
or transfer money to the
Athletics Association. That is a
good decision, especially
because the Florida Auditor
General deemed that UCF has
no legal authority whatsoever in
this practice.
When one looks at this problem it may seem like just another SEtmantics squabble. However,
the larger picture here is quite
unsettling.
Part of the issue is that, not
only did UCF illegally loan
mol\ey to the Athletics Association - which is not considered
part pf the university but rather
a direct support organization
(DSO) - but the fact they did it
me~ that there was little' to no
overfight on what the money
was psed for.
Ohce money leaves the realm
of the official university and is
sent to a DSO, it has basically
ente~ed a black hole, or what
many call a slush fund. It goes in,
nobdiy really knows what happens lto it while it is in there, and
nobody sees it come out.
Ifthe money was kept at the
univJrsity level, as it should have
been, then it would have likely
been 1used in the light of day
where everybody could see
exactly what the money was

j

being spent on - or at least
that's what we hope, although
this scandal sheds some doubt
on that light.
And by the way, this money
we keep talking about, this $7.4
million, this was once your
money. These were the dollars
that you spent at the bookstore
and meal plan as well as the
money you paid each semester
for the athletic fee. This was not some random donation money
from an outside corporation. At
some point in time, the money
belonged to you, the students,
the backbone ofUCF.
Whenever people question
how the university manages to
spend so much on athletics,
especially while we deal with
hiring freezes and teacher-tostudent ratio problems, the
answer is always, 'Well, they are
two different funds." The common thought is that money
spent by the Athletics Association comes from outside the university, so people should just
stop complaining. While this is
largely true, the fact that UCF
loaned the Athletics Association
millions of the students' dollars
now completely blurs the line
between the two.
This is not to say that we feel
the money was used wastefully.
We don't know enough at this
point about what the money was
used for to make that kind of
judgment. Right now, the Athletics Association has not come
forward with this information
;uid have said that they have no
intention to do so either, casting

serious doubt on the ethics of
this whole thing. At this point
we feel that how they spent the
money and how they got the
money in the first place are of
equal importance.
When you are dealing with
an amount of money as large as
$7.4 million, especially when the
money came directly from students, the least UCF could do
was not loan the money out
without a tangible promise of
having it returned in full
The university needs to get
that money back into the public
eye where .it belongs - and fast.
The money itself was loaned
during a time when the Athletics
Association needed money for
start-up costs. That time has
since passed, and the Association is on its feet. Even if the
money comes back in installments over time, the money
needs to come back to UCF,
where it belonged in the first
place.
Yes, UCF has stopped the
practice of loaning money to the
Athletics Association. This is a
good thing. But one question still
remains: What happens now?
Are there any consequences
to this audit or do the higher-ups
get a mere slap on the hand
while they continue to avoid the
public's questions?
As we stated before, it is great
that UCF has stopped loaning
out our money without authority, but there is still work to be
done in collecting it back.
For now, it seems the $7.4 mil- .
lion cookies will stay in the jar.

LOOK, KID. NO ONE GETS
ANYWHERE IN POLITICS
ANYMORE BY LISTENING TO
PEOPLE'S 'OPINIONS' OR
'VOTES'.

SO... WHY
AREN'T THE
DEMOCRATS '

COUNTING
FLORIDA'S
DELEGATES?

SPAIN FISCHER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

March Madness has
infected U.S. yet again
The American population
an addiction, really.
has once again been fed the
March is like the full moon of
appetizer to arguably the most
college basketball - it draws
gratifying and delectable main
insanity.
course in the universal sports
How many times do you
world
check your bracket daily? It's OK
Just days after the NCAA
Really, you're not alone.
men's basketball conference
Let's face it, when elementary
championshipsfmished,65
schools are pulling all their teachteams are preparing for the
ers in for a March Madness pool,
excitement that is March
MELISSA HEYBOER you know something is wrong. I
Madness. And of course, rm
don't think there is a place of
Editor-in-Chief
one of those people.
employment in this entire counIt's sort of strange, though. rm not
try that doesn't have a bracket filled out.
entirely sure how many regular season
Growing up, my mom and dad would
college hoops games I actually watch, but bring them home from work so my brothrm pretty sure it falls somewhere around
er and I could each fill one out.
a whopping five. I know there are plenty
The addiction starts young.
ofyou nodding your heads in unison sayAnd rm pretty sure there's some sort
ing ''Hey, me too."
of pie chart out there indicating March as
I know rm not alone. March Madness
the least productive work month of the
is potentially the most sought after sportyear.1
ing event in the country. People miss
___. For three weeks, four regions with 65
work and lose hundreds of dollars for a
teams and 64 games feature hundreds of
sport they didn't care about for the first
players who are playing for a shot to earn
four months of its season.
the NCAA College Basketball National
Sure, it's kind of crazy, but the exciteChampionship.
ment is undeniable.
And they're athletes who aren't playAside from the unbelievable talent and ing because their paycheck tells them to.
raw emotion that's displayed every year,
That alone adds to the intrigue of the
there's also a certain underdog aspect of
game.
the competition that makes for great
Rormd one starts tomorrow, and I
moments.
know rm not alone in my excitement.
For students such as us, it's a chance to Plenty of teams are vying for the chance
see small colleges and mediocre basketto win the crown, and several have areaball programs shine. UCF students have
sonably good shot.
had that chance in the past, and teams
But there's nothing like a good
just like ours get that chance every year.
rematch to claim the title. As much as I
Half the fun is watching to see what
don't like the Tennessee Volunteers or
game will be the biggest upset of the tour- the Memphis Tigers, I don't think there
nament.
are two better or more deserving teams
Every year, I promise myself I will be
playing, and I think it would only be fitting to see them square off once again on
less involved in this ~ a l basketball
hoopla And every year I fail. It's sort of
April 3.

READER VIEWS

UCF's shady practices
come as no surprise
The University of Central Florida's
mishandling of funds as reported by the
recent state audit does not surprise most
students, faculty and employees. For years
these decisions' effects found our daily
lives as we struggled to find breathing
room in our sold-out classrooms; as we
sat across union negotiations imploring
why we weren't able to be pajd fairly and
with dignity as the university expanded
into a Disney World of crass commercial. ism with its stadiums, shopping outlets
and the slogan "Under Construction Forever."
~ut instead of focusing wholly on the
negative, let's ask ourselves what the
inverse of UCFs current management
style would look like.
Students: you'd surely find safer and
more affordable student housing as well .
as more diverse internship programs that
focused your education on real-world
experience. UCF employees: you'd enjoy
job security and ever growing chances for
seniority privileges. Teachers: imagine
managing a sensibly sized classroom and
sending your students out into the world
prepared to compete on a national scale
(you'd get paid what you deserve for such
work, too!).
And finally, to everyone: let's imagine
President John Hitt and his corporate
cronies not congratulating themselves
with raises in pay every turning of the
moon.
The gun is smoking and like a smoke
signal it hangs over Millican Hall. March
into this building, and when you decide it
is time to leave, make sure the administration leaves with you in handcuffs.

Replace Millican Hall with a meeting
ground for a true student union, a true
teachers' union, a true workers' 1:lt)ion that ·
will ensure UCF remains a marketplace of
ideas and dignity, not a marketplace
corruption and embarrassment.

of
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PATRICK DECARLO ,
UCFALUM

A grateful heart: UCF

student sends thanks
I wanted to take a moment to thank
the UCF student body for helping me
raise money for the Family Resources
runaway shelter in Bradenton. Over the
last month and a half, I collected donations from students in front of the Student
Union for Run for Runaways, a 5K run
that I participate in every year.
This was my fourth year running, and
thanks to UCF students, I collected
$104.90 in donations. This money will go
toward various Family Resources programs including truancy prevention, family counseling for low-income families,
shelter for youth who have run away or
been kicked out of their homes, transitional living programs for youth seeking
independence from abusive or neglectful
parents and the Safe Place program,
which focuses on runaway prevention.
Without these kinds of programs, kids
like me might never make it out ofbad
family situations, and cycles ofpoverty
and abuse would continue to plague our
communities. Again, thank you, and I
hope next year's run draws even more
support from my peers here.at UCR
HEIDI RAE HOSMER
PSYCHOLOGY/ POLITICAL SCIENCE
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By fax: 407-447-4556
In person,: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for ·Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a,m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
m, HELP WANTED:

100

~ General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a ctay potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19·29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Order Takers - Major telecomm
company is now hiring competitve
individuals. F,ull training and
. advancement opportunities available.
Earn $400-800 a week. Call Laurie
today (702) 671-0042
Kennel position open. Please call or
fax resume 407-645-1970 or
407-645-0834 (f) or come into office to
fill out application.
Staff Accountant: Accounting graduate
finishing 5th year on public track for
downtown Orlando CPA firm.
Send resume to albert@mixnerco.com.

~arraott
VACATION CLUB.
GR:\NDE Vi5 [ ·\

CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed for great overnight camps in
the Pocono Mtns. of PA. Teach/assist
with athletics, swimming, A&C, drama,
yoga, archery, gymnastics,
scrapbooking, ropes course, nature,
and much more. Apply online at
www.pineforestcamp.com
Laboratory Associate needed for a
biotech research company in UCF
Research Park.
Responsibilities: lab cleaning,
maintaining lab supplies, solution and
buffer prep, maintain equipment, aid in
research
Requirements: have or working on a
degree in life sciences, minimum of 2
general life science labs
·
Contact: Jessica Bates
jobs@vaxdesign.com

If you are a DYNAMIC,
MOTIVATED individual
searching for a career
with a company that
will provide you the

OPPORTUNITY to work in
a casual and FRIENDLY

The Style of Your Life.

RATES

Rate

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275

Help Wanted:Cieneral
HelpWanted:Part-Tm1e
HelpWanted:Full-Tone

C
C

~

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 ForSale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services

B

A
A
B
A
B
B

Business Opportunities

C
B

For Rent: Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease

B
B
A
A

500 Announcements
600 Travel'
700 Worship

800 Miscellaneous

B

B

900 Wanted

B

300 For Sale: Homes

Rate(

$18

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$}2

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

m, FOR RENT:
~Homes

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Finish your college degree while
serving in the U.S. Army Reserve. Get
hands-on experience and an additional
paycheck every month. In the U.S.
Army Reserve, you will train near
home and serve when needed. Earn
up to $24;012 for college costs and
$4,500 in tuition assistance per year,
plus enlistment bonuses up to $20,000.
To find out more, call 407-281-1274
AUDITIONS
Actors needed. Online Video Ads.
Women, Men, English or Spanish.
Audition reading sample script from
teleprompter. Selected earn
$75 - $100 hr. Call for next
Audition location, times, and
directions. By Appointment Only.
Call (407) 246-4506.
Digital Video Studios, Inc.
Need Servers. Experience. required.
Apply within Goodfella's in the Publix
Plaza on Alafaya & 50. Reliable
delivery drivers also needed.

Sitter-Education major or similar to
care for, drop/off up from
school two girls 3 & 5 in Avalon Park,
two days ? week. Must be kind and
patient with reliable transportation.Must
be available 6:30-11 :30 from April 7June 9 with possible option for more
time. Call 407-461-4726

Oviedo area youth program seeking
experienced Gymnastics Team
Coaches. Call 407-365-8021
Gold Medal Athletics

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Call

407-29S-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

Central Florida Locations

-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Cou·n selors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Pickup/SUV a+ but not
required for deliveries & valid drivers
license/proof of insurance.
Call 407-701-1245

Rff HELP WANTED:
~ Part-Time

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June 3 and
leaves Wednesday, August 13.

Dillard's is looking for career minded, energetic, fashion
conscious Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
~~ gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
with one of the nation's largest fashion apparel retailers.

Summer Jobs

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a .plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
***www.dogdayafternoon.net*** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

Exp. telemarketing prof. 2-3 yrs sales
exp. No cold calls. Full- time pay with
Part-time hrs. 10AM-4:30PM Mon- Fri.
(no weekends, no holidays). Up to
$20.00/hr plus bonuses. Daily &
weekly spiffsl 407-678-7750 x 26 or
email resume recruiter@usadirmkt.com

12-We~k Summer
Internship Program

For consideration, please forward resume by mail to
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, Fl. 32771
Or fax to 407-302:..3603.

CLASSIFICATIONS

100

environment.••We have the
job for you!!

Dillards

1-csd,Fuwrerom -w~nesday,Mar.19,2000

The Central Florida Future is hiring
Distribution Drive.rs! $10+ per hour.
Morning.and afternoon shifts avail.
Please call Maggie at 407-447-4555 or
email MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com
PIT accounting intern/admin needed
immediately for CPA Firm.
$8.50 p/h, 15-30 h/wk. Email
susanhoskins@hbcpaonline.com
SALES/OFFICE ASSISTANT
NEEDED FOR SUMMER!
Assistant to Advertising Director as
well as office management duties(
Previous office experience preferred.
Perfect for hard working and
responsible student looking to gain
experience!
$8/hr. plus bonus potential
Email resume and availabilty to
tris.h ai@knightnewspapers.com

Room for Rent. $300.00 per month.
Located by Econ and University Blvd.
Male or Female welcome. Family Environment. Call Ester at 407-830-8584.
Available August 1st
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
$975/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577
New Large 3BR/2.5/1 TownHome,
Gated, with W/D, Located near 417 &
434. End unit backs to conservation for
pricacy.$1200, 407-221-3789.

l

),

Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
Starting at $650/mo- Twnhmes 1 mi to
UCF All appl. incl W/D, lots of
upgrades, avail now. Call Jim Payne at
Coldwell Banker 407-592-3801
2BR/2BA condo on University and
Semoran in Winter Park. Brand new
appl. 10 min to UCF. $850/mo. + sec.
Water incl. No Pets. Call 407-657-5451

UCF one m_
ile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net
Alafaya Club Apt. avail immediately
Sublease bedrom B w/bath.
Regular $580/mo, discount $480/mo.
Call me at 305-606-8222

·'It

~

Horse ranch needs PT barn help - A.M.
Must be an animal lover, dependable,
honest. Clean, close to UCF. Must be
available through summer! If you love
horses, call (407) 366-4834.

407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

DONATE BLOOD FOR LOCAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM AND RECEIVE
.-- $200 PER DONATION
VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research
companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid in

Renter (male or female)
UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge Stunning 4/2
Avallable 05/5/08 $1500/month
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622

needed to take over lease at
Pegasus Landing beginning
August 22. 2, 3 and 4 bed units

Big 5BD/3BA 2 story 3,800 sf 1/2 ac
fenced backyard Rouse & Univ. Lawn
service incl. $2000 407-592-2043

available. I'll pay application fee

the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.
As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood cells
on an apheresis machine once every 2 months. Each donation lasts approximately 3-4
hours. In appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation of $200 per

work Part Time With
Tie lrlando Nal!ic!

donation.

and first months rent. Call
321501-9782 or 321-751-9062.

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!
Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year le11se.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmil@gmail.com

c)

For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit

www.vaxdesign.com/donors
or contact us at 407-249-3651 I donors@vaxdesign.com.

This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake Research
Review, Inc., (CRRI), a Maryland corporation, Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD 21046.

.,,.

~ PT Retail Rep Positions available at
The Florida Mall & Amway Arena
Days • Nights • Weekends
20-30 hrs/week• $8/hr
Email your resume to: employment@orlandomagic.com. EOE

Roommate to Share a 2/2.5 Townhouse
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park
W/D, Water, Elec. & Cable included,
$550/Month Call 407-310-6583
1 or 2 Roommates Wanted to rent 2
bed/1 bath in a 3/2 house Oviedo. 10 min from UCF. Rent
$500 to $750 - includes
everything . Please call 321-7654201 and leave message.

The following·Positions:
l!lie City of Oviedo is hiring lifeguards and water
safety instructoas-to fill summer positions!
Great pay -greil;benefits!
Staff will earn $8.S0- $9.SOperhou.r
and have a(cess to all City Recreational facilities for FREE!!
That meaflS FREE fitAess room,, FREE roc:kWall,, FREE
racquetball/tennis courts, FREE skatepark.

Lifeguard • Ride Operator· Food & Beverage Cashier•
Food & Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

f!)

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets· College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

Hpplg now:
Call: Job Line (407} 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4 PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005

,.
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ROOMMATES

8

1 Responsible Roommate
wanted to share FANTASTIC 4/2.5
home In Oviedo. Mins from UCF.
Lake, yard, his internet. Private
room, bathroom and living area.
Ali util incl. Females Only $600/mo
Call Carlee 321-749-0507

.fll,

Looking for F to share 4/2 house
behind UCF. Spacious bedrooms,
walk-in closets. W/D, cable, wireless
intrnt, N/S, partially furnished if
needed. $400 plus split utilities. Call
Naty at 407-683-7413 or
natyp84@gmail.com.
Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080

•

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Need 2 roommates who can clean up
after themselves and are respectful.
No pets. 4/2 House in Regency Park
behind UCF. M or F. Avail 8/1.
$450/mo + util. $450 Dep. 12 mo.
lease.
Contact Ryan· (407) 430-5136 or
greatryry@gmail.com
2 rooms avail. in nice and quiet 4/2.5
behind UCF. $425/mo all util incl. Non
smoking , non drinking. 407-509-4737
FIRST MONTH FREE with one-year
lease! Seeking two n/s roommates
(m/f) in a gated community close to the
UCF campus. Spacious 3/2.5
. townhome in Avalon Lakes.
$550/month everything included. Call
Mike @ (954) 234-3953
2 story house 4 miles from UCF,
$420/mnthly all util. inc. W/D, cable,
M/F call 407-406-3771

Room for rent, off Dean. Pool, hot tub,
pool table, gym, digital cable,WIFI, and
all util incld. Available now! $525. Call
Kristian@ 407-970-9799.

2 rooms avail in Avalon Park house.
Avail. nowl $450/mo ail util Incl.
Comfortable rooms, close to
Clubhouse. Call 407-936-4373

Awesome rooms avail NOW and for
Fall!
All utilities included! Don't miss out!
RentUCF@yahoo.com

Room for rent in 3/2 home in
Ashihgton
Park. New and clean. 5 mins from
UCF. Quiet community, avoid traffic.
High-speed internet and wireless
cable. $450/mo util incl. Call
407-595-1183

1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, minifridge. Off Dean Rd.
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com ·
Need 1 or 2 Roomates to share
3BD/2BA hm, 2 Blocks from UCF,
Current Male Student living there, $450
+µtit/room.Call George 702-416-4159
Rooms avail in 3 beautiful homes c lose
to UCF. One with pool, some master
suites avail. All util incl. Ranging from.
$500-$650/mo. Avail ASAP, or lease
for Fall. rentucf@yahoo.com or call
913-908·8185
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990
Roommate wanted: One female non
smoker for the third bedroom of a
brand new townhouse in Walden
Chase (5 min from campus).
Unit includes: Swimming pool,
furniture (excluding bedroom furniture),
appliance incl. washer/dryer
Rent: $550 per month including
utilities, cable, & wireless internet.

Roomates Wanted for Beautiful, Quiet,
4/3 Furnished Home, Untilities
Included, $500-$700 per month, call
Evan at-321-278-1418
Roommate needed to share 3/2.5
house 1 mi from UCF. Avail ASAP.
Pool, fenced in yard, fully furnished
living areas, watchdog. Please call 407677-1947 for more information.

2 ROOMS FOR RENT!
in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, utilities, cable, internet
included. Available immediatelyl 5 min
to UCF! $550/mo (954)·649-4933

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
Private Room avail in Village at
Science Drive. F only. Discounted
price of $500/mo. Avail Now-July
31,08. 1 mi from UCF. 813-907-9475

CALL 407-925-2937

-----Knight Newspapers-----

NOW Hiring

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Mornings

..

5:30 - 7:30 am
Truck or SUV required
$10+ an Hour

E-mail RyanM@knightnewspapers.com

or call 407-447-4555

Seminole
Chronicle

1 HUGE Bedroom with private bath
and walk-in closet available in Victoria
Place 2 BR apartment EXTREMELY
close to UCF and VCC. Easy access to
408. $500 +
utilities available until the
end of July 2008. Call Kathy 954-661·
1885 or ksalerno@gmail.com

Girl's 3/3 avail in newest phase of
Pegasus Landing right across UCF.
Shuttle Incl. $400/mo o.b.o utll Incl.
Avail. ASAP Call 407-879-5350
Female wanted to assume sublease
at 414 in Jefferson Lofts on Colonial
and Alafaya. 565/month 080
utilitles included. Avallable May1Aug. Call for details. (954) 253-2014
taniasluna@yahoo.com
$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two pools, close to campus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

1 9
8
5

Immediate sublease needed, 2 BR/2
8TH. Tivoli apts. Oviedo, FL near UCF.
$537.50 pp pm Contact Daina
352.250.9949

M or F wanted to assume lease of a
fully furnished 1/1 in a 4/4 availabe
August 2008. $550/month includes
everything: utilities, hot tub, pool.,
shuttle, tanning booth, gym, movie
room. Garages also available. Quiet,
clean, safe, patrolled grounds. Half off
first month's rent! 813-389-5047 or
kadeenfrancis86@msn.com
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

6
9

7 4

9 6
2
3
4 2 1
8 9
5 8
6

A13

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Rent to Own Credit
NO Problem
Beautiful 3/2, 1744 sqft home with
wood floors, great room, whole
house emergency generator, splltplan backs on conservation area,
close to UCF! $259,900. Call
recorded info 24/7 at 321-281-6543
or go to
www.ButlerSellsHouses.com
2 b/r condo in mint cond. 1 mile from
UCF. Partially furnished, many
upgrades and amenities. Contact
954-444-3854 or 407-319-5538
Chuluota • 3/2/1, lg bonus room, & wet
bar, 1900 sq ft, new paint, tile floors,
fenced yard, great college home, no
HOA, $189,000, Jean Scott, Keller
Williams (owner/agent) 407-765-2912.

Double Wide Mobile Home Deerwood Park on SR50. 2Bd, 2Ba,
carport. $18500

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $114,900
Realty USA inc. 407-721-8874
Popular condo location about 4 miles
from campus. 2 bedrooms/2 baths,
fireplace, washer/dryer, 6 available
from $105,000 to $125,000. Call
Richard Ritterpusch, RE/MAX 200
Realty 407-808-7987.
Owner Financed; 4/3; Screened Pool;
Very Close to UCF ; All Tiled Floors;
Great Deal! $289,900 (904) 471-8865
Tell your parentslll 4/2.5 2 story home
built in 2005. On pond, with plenty of
parking. Gated community. Call
Doneva at 321-624-1629

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Ruins
7 Edge
10 Snare
14 Show servile
deference
15 Cycle or sex
lead-in
16 Empty space
17 Assen without
proof
18 l>otitical
independence
20 Swarm
21 Horoscope
interpreter
23 Summer hrs.' in
· Philly
24 Long-legged
wading bird
25 1936 Olympics
standout Jesse
26 Billiards shot
27 Arista
28 Oyster's gem
31 Nonsense
33 To and_
36 Apostolic letter
38 Uneasy
40 Arm ed conflict
41 Earth
43 Reveals
44 Flying mammal
45 Neighbor of
Saudi Arabia
47 Summer ermine
50 Great fear
51 Spanish article
54 Nannies
56 Sister o f Meg, Jo
and Amy
57 Firedogs
58 Japanese selfdefense
60 Acute
61 Fido's doc
62 Wiped out
63 Blunders ·
64 Double bend
65 Impedes

DOWN

1 Ray
2 Warsaw
populace
3 Young hooter
4 Agenda topic
5 Ship's diary
6 Perspires

© 2008 Trlbu11e Med~ servrcee, Inc.
All rlgl ns rese<ved.
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L O A N S
B L O A T c=.1-'--'-~
S A T
7 Steer stealer
A RRA Y
AO R TA
IRA
8 Motionless
9 Actor O'Shea
S C A T S ,Q~ ~ L J:.
10 Tossed
S A BO TAGESliiLOUSE
1 1 Cosmetic item
E R E- S t P P E D
12 Steve or Woody
SES AM ES T A EE T 13 Equals
LULL S -0 U T S t D E R
t 9 Garden plot
0 R A L • S P IOITIS •MAMA
22 Nun
B OY S COUTTU L I P
24 Marine
e nvironment
T R A-F O R M E R S
26 "_ Doubtfire"
B A Z AAR
A L I
27 Mimic
,Q,M,A R ..§_ • ,A_§_~ E N D E A S
28 Sunday seat
H A N O I
K O D A K
29 Ecological
E S P
E N T I A
E N E M Y
watchdog grp.
f-f-..§._..§. !:_
S T I L L
T E N S E
30 Broadcast
32 Truly
Last issue solved
33 In favor of
34 Regret bitterly
35 CIA predecessor
37 Destiny
4 6 Wearing a
52 Lively aquatic
domino
39 Heflin ot films
mammal
42 Players of an
47 Slithering hisser 53_ Storage
48 Piano adjuster
old stringed
buildings
instrument
49 Command
55 Relocate
44 Shallow
50 Hamlet's kin
56 Annoying child
51 Tenant's contract 59 Exist
containers

J'!.~..f.1
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Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classified s
•No Title •No Keys
•No Problem
Free Car Removal
321-277-3582 Kenny
2002 Mustang Convertible. 59k, red
ext, black leather interior. 6 cyl, auto,
loads of extras incl. CD player. Priced
to sell at $9999 Call 407-359-2524

1:ffl FOR SALE:

1~Pets

NEED A BABY/ HOUSE
OR PET SITTER??
We are 3 reliable female college
students who love kids.
Available 7 days a week, we can
match almost any schedule!
References upon request. $10•
Call Jacki today 954 882 0510

IN PRINT IND ONLINE

Top G rade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Contact 407-427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com
Foreclosure Is Not An Option!II
Effective Alternative.
www.MarieCampolo.newstart2008.com
or cal 1-888-815-4621
Place your ad in minutes!
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

!~WANTED
Male volunteers wanted to
pose for 2009: Year of the
Ox shirtless calendar. If interested,
send your name, a body shot, and a
paragraph explaining how
you represent an ox to
diffeq 101@cfl.rr.com.

English bulldog.Ake reg,3 months
old,·
Contact us...thmaw09@gmail.com
Cal 407-363-1984
Place your ad in minutes!
Cail 407-447-4555 or enter online at
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

!

Place your ad in minutes!
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

12000 coIIeuIa1e wav

401-211-1616
www.marriott.com/mcoce

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

•

f

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma js used to make manufacture injectable products for people1 including
children, with serious illneses.

•
...

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receh e an extra $5 on your 2na 'and 4th donation.
ww\-,,, .dciplasma.com

11651 UniVelsilV Boulevanl

401-513-9000

www.residenceinn.com/mcore

11801 High TechAvenue

401-243-6100
www.marriott.com/ mcots

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p -7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• Daily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service.
• Pet Friendly
• High Speed Internet Access

\A14
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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